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blink Try to control or prevent tears by blinking.
Out on the marshes there was a blink of light.

brief Instruct a barrister by brief.
A brief stay in the country.

encourage Stimulate the development of (an activity, state, or belief.
The intention is to encourage new writing talent.

exigent Demanding attention.
Regarded literary questions as exigent and momentous.

extempore Without preparation.
He recited the poem extempore.

foment Bathe with warm water or medicated lotions.
They accused him of fomenting political unrest.

freshen Make fresh again.
The yachts picked up a freshening breeze.

grin Grimace grotesquely so as to reveal the teeth.
My word grinned the delighted man.

imminent Overhanging.
They were in imminent danger of being swept away.

improvised Created and performed spontaneously or without preparation; impromptu.
An improvised short speech.

impulsion A force that moves something along.
Attitudes changed under the impulsion of humanitarian considerations.

incite Encourage or stir up (violent or unlawful behaviour.
He incited loyal subjects to rebellion.

incitement An act of urging on or spurring on or rousing to action or instigating.
The incitement of mutiny.
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inspire Supply the inspiration for.
The film was successful enough to inspire a sequel.

instant Instant coffee.
For an instant the moon disappeared.

instigate Provoke or stir up.
They instigated a reign of terror.

invoke Summon (a spirit) by charms or incantation.
She invoked an ancient law.

minute The distance covered in a minute by someone driving or walking.
It s been a minute since the pop singer has released new music.

motivate Provide (someone) with a reason for doing something.
He said he would motivate funds to upgrade the food stalls.

nadir The lowest or most unsuccessful point in a situation.
Asking that question was the nadir of my career.

offhand Without previous thought or consideration.
We decided offhand to go to Canada.

provoke Evoke or provoke to appear or occur.
Her behavior provoked a quarrel between the couple.

smile Express with a smile.
She smiled her thanks.

sparkling Lively and witty.
Sparkling snow.

stimulate Encourage development of or increased activity in (a state or process.
Coffee and tea stimulate me.

stir Stir feelings in.
Nothing stirred except the wind.

transitory Lasting a very short time.
Transitory periods of medieval greatness.

twinkling Shining intermittently with a sparkling light.
Twinkling harbour lights.

urge Force or impel in an indicated direction.
He urged her to come and stay with us.

wink An act of winking.
She winked at him.
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